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Abstract:
A yo-yo diving profile is one with very rapid and repeated depth changes.
Due to the speed of depth changes in excess of 20 m/min and the quickly
repeated ascents and descents within 1 to 5 min, a standard
decompression model based on perfusion or a dive computer or a logging
device can no longer track the changes in the inertgasload in the diver’s
body properly.
One form of ubiquitious yo-yo diving is done in fish-farming, clearly needed
to change air-tanks, tools, debris and locations within a multiple array of the
fish-nets.
The already available historic sources ([1], [2], [4], [5] & [6]) address this
topic clearly and the connected risks but without hints of complete
mitigation.
We propose simple & straightforward modifications of an existing perfusion
model [12] to mitigate the risk of decompression sickness and/or arterial/
cerebral air embolism.
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Methods (1):
The yo-yo profile in question is the one from: [5], p. 24:
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Methods (2):
A quick check with available desktop deco software programs (pls. cf. the
„Bonus Material“ at the end of this presentation and [3]) confirmed
the findings from [1], [4], [5] & [6];
the calculated
inertgas loads
do not suggest
any decompression
or safety stop:

(the used color
scheme for the
heat maps was
proposed by DAN
within the
DSL framework)
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Methods (3):
To keep track on the inertgas loads in the various theoretical tissuecompartments during the rapid pressure changes due to fast ascents and
descents, compartments with very small half-times (HT), i.e.
high perfusion rates, have to be introduced.
Since 6 halftimes are needed to saturate (or desaturate) these theoretical
compartments, haltimes in the minute resp. sub-5-minute ranges are clearly
required, so one compartment with a halftime of ca. 70 secs and a 2 min
compartment are added on the fast side of the halftime-spectrum from [12];
and one intermediate compartment with a HT of ca. 9 min is added as well
([7]).
These new fast compartments are pretty well in-line with the data,
extracted from Paulev [9], [10] & [11] resp. [8] on p.19.
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Methods (4):
With [7], p. 6 and the aid of [12], p. 129:

where, in the a-coefficient, the 3rd. root of the half-time τ is, according to
Buehlmann, an indicator to the excess volume of inertgas and thus could
be mapped onto the simulated bubble volumes of [7].
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Methods (5):
Source: [7], p. 5:

[7], p. 6:
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Methods (6):
The new compartments were tailored to the a-/b coefficient scheme of the
ZH-L 16 framework [12] with a clear stress to fast compartments to keep
track of the expedited change in inertgas loads. The yellow display are the
new and overpressuresensitive fast compartments.
Compartment #2 with
2 min halftime (TAU) is
calculated according to the
rule from [12], p. 129, but was
never used by Buehlmann.

The rest of the compartments
are original Buehlmann et.al.,
the gradient factors High &
Low equal to 1.0, i.e.: 100 %.
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Methods (7):
Since Haldane [13], p. 346 the abundance of inertgas (micro-)bubbles is
associated with delayed de-saturation, i.e. prolonged half-times. This is as
well addressed, for example, in the EL-algorithm used for the new USN air
diving tables ([14]).
Here, we use a compartment matrix with increased halftimes of 50 % in the
first 8 compartments only for
the 5 ascents of this
yo-yo profile:
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Results (1):
By using these modified ZH-L coefficients matrices
(pls. cf. slide #8 for descent, slide #9 for ascent) already during the first
ascent a decompression / safety stop of ca. 1 min is suggested:

This even more so after the
consecutive 4 descents/ascents:
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Results (2):
During the consecutive ascents the ceiling / safe ascent depth
increases from ca. 2.35 m to 2.45 and the stop times accumulate from
1 min to ca. 4 min: after the complete series of 5 bottom times and 5 ascent
spikes, our modified model suggests a
decompression stop > 4 min at a stop depth of ca. 4 +/-2 m.
However:
an even higher benefit
in terms of reduced
inertgas load could be
achieved by changing
the breathed gas to
100 % oxygen at
approx. 6 m
during the last,
the 5th. ascent
and a final stop:
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Discussion:
The extreme form of repetitive diving like the yo-yo profiles
used for professional fish-farming can not be adequately
adressed neither by standard perfusion models like the ZH-L16 or a Workman
algorithm ([2], [5], [6]) nor by standard diffusion models ([1], [4]) since the used
compartment half-times resp. diffusion coefficients are not fitting to the fast
inertgas absorption / release processes during the spikes of the yo-yo profile.
Instead, fast compartments with half-times in the sub-minute region should be
added.
We extracted fast-compartment data [8] with a half-time of ca. 70 sec
from [9]  [11] which are in-line with a recently developped new model [7].
Thus the tested profile required short and shallow decompression resp.
safety stops already for the first spike of the yo-yo series. After the complete
series of spikes, our model suggest a stop > 4 min @ 4 m +/- 2 m.
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Bonus Material (1):
Source for
DIVE Version 3_09
Download free of charge:
 DIVE V 3_09
(https://www.divetable.info/DIVE_V3/index.htm)
 and the german manual
https://www.divetable.info/DIVE_V3/DOXV3_0.pdf
The release train for
 the english version (V3_04) is somewhat slower …
DIVE V 3_09 is not compatible with all older versions!
https://www.divetable.info/DIVE_V3/V3e/index.htm
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Bonus Material (2):
3 ASCII (text) files with the data,
for easy reference & download
 The nitrogen coeffcients matrix für saturation
(descents & bottom time), slide #8:
https://www.divetable.info/beta/Fishfarm/N2COEFF.TXT
 The nitrogen coeffcients matrix für de-saturation
(ascents & decompression / safety stops), slide #9:
https://www.divetable.info/beta/Fishfarm/F10.TXT
 The calculated inertgas pressures in the 16 compartments,
after the 5th. spike, that is: the completed yo-yo profile,
prior to ascent, i.e. run-time 46.5 min):
https://www.divetable.info/beta/Fishfarm/Fishfarm.TXT
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Bonus Material (3):
 the heat-map, prior to the last stop, run-time 48 min
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Handling of DIVE:
The paradigm dive from above via these commands,
the input of commands and parameters are in the quotes: „ “
 „d“ (simulation of one spike of the yo-yo box profile with these
parameters:)
 „15.“ (bottom depth)
 „8.“ (bottom time)
 „a“ (ascent)
 the manipulation of the coefficients matrices is done via:
 „nc“ (nitrogen coefficients):
with the option 3 the matrices from
slides #8 & 9 could be loaded
into the service engine of the
DIVE software.
The heat maps are generated via:
 „%p“
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Fine tuning of DIVE:
Fine tuning could be done via the commands:
 ascent rate („AR“)
 ambient atmospheric pressure at start („L“)
 the respiratory coefficient („R“)
 the ambient (water)-temperature („te“)
 the water density („di“)
 Buehlmann Safety Factor („B“)
 last stop depth („LS“)
And with: „a“ we recieve the complete decompression prognosis;
i.e.: the stop times in min per stage, modulo 3 m
and the responsible leading compartment & the rounded up TTS in
min. The latest DIVE Version for beta testing is always staged there:
https://www.divetable.info/beta/index.htm
along with information on production date, size in bytes, new features and
the checksums for verifying the download.
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